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Agenda

• Clean / Green Technology: what is it, why?

• Energy Transmission and Distribution 

(Smart Grid)

• Energy Storage (batteries, other)

• Green Building (LEED, LED, Biomimicry)

• Green Transportation (EV, PHEV)

• Conclusion



What is Clean Technology?

• “Clean Technology”  is  ― a diverse range of 

products, services, and processes that harness 

renewable materials and energy sources, dramatically 

reduce the use of natural resources, and cut or 

eliminate emissions and wastes.‖ 

• Clean Technology includes the renewable energy 

(solar power, wind power, biomass/ biofuels, 

hydropower, wave, tidal, geothermal), energy 

intelligence and efficiency, smart grid, hybrid- and 

all-electric vehicles, energy storage, advanced 

batteries, green buildings, lighting, and water 

filtration,… 
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Seven kinds of Renewable Energy (Generation) 
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Clean / Green Technology

Green Building

Energy T&D: Smart Grid

Green Transportation (ZEV, PHEV)

Energy Storage



Why: The Need for Renewable Energy and Clean Tech

• Global population growth:  As of February 2009, the world's population is 

estimated to be about 6.76 billion. It will reach 8 billion in 2025, and 9.5 

billion in 2050.

• Our  energy demands keep rising with new technology advances. We are 

absolutely dependent on energy for everything from heating and powering 

our homes to our transportation needs.

• Current fossil fuels (oil, gas, coal) supply is limited and are  depleting  fast.

• Two-thirds of the world' s proven oil reserves are locating in the Middle-

East and North Africa (which can lead to political and economic 

instability).

• Fossil fuels are causing an increase in Greenhouse gases (pollution) and 

global warming  (extreme weather) which will have adverse effects on 

human health, natural ecosystems, agriculture, and coastal communities.
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New Administration sets Renewables Agenda
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• In his inaugural address Jan 20, 2009 President Barack Obama re-affirmed 

his new Administration‘s commitment to address climate change through additional 

development of renewable energy. A key passage of the speech reads: ―We will harness 

the sun and the winds and the soil to fuel our cars and run our factories.‖

• President Obama address to Congress on Feb 24, 2009,  said  ― We know that the 

country that harness the power of clean, renewable energy will lead the 21st century.‖

•The plan is to invest in alternative and renewable energy, reduce demand for foreign 

oil, address climate change and create millions of new jobs. The ‗New Energy for 

America plan‘ aims to help create five million new jobs by strategically investing US 

$150 billion over the next decade, ensure 10% of US electricity comes from renewable 

sources by 2012, and 25% by 2025 and implement  an economy-wide cap-and-trade 

scheme to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050. 

• Other aspects of the program include putting 1 million Plug-In Hybrid Electric 

Vehicles (PHEV) on the road by 2015, eliminating current imports from the Middle 

East and Venezuela within 10 years and make the US a global leader on climate change 

issues.



Attention from the Government ($$$)

• The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, signed into law by 

President Obama in February includes more than $70 billion in direct spending and 

tax credits for clean energy and transportation programs including:

• $11 billion towards ―smart grid‖

• $6 billion to subsidize loans for renewable energy projects

• $6.3 billion in state energy efficiency and clean energy grants

• $5 billion to weatherize modest-income homes

• $4.5 billion to make federal buildings more energy efficient

• $2 billion in grants for advanced batteries for electric vehicles

• $8.4 billion for mass transit

• $9.3 billion for construction of high speed railways

• $20 billion in tax incentives and credits for renewable energy, plug-in hybrids and 

energy efficiency

To back up these investments a number of recently passed  Federal policies to support:

• 8 year extension for investment tax credit for solar

• 3 year extension for production tax credit for wind

• New rules that allow utilities to participate in ITCs

• New provision that allows RE developers to receive 30% grant instead of tax credit.



Smart Grid: convergence of several industries



Smart Grid (Energy Transmission & Distribution)

Smart Grid is a transformed electricity transmission and distribution network or "grid" 

that uses robust two-way communications, advanced sensors/meters, and distributed

computers to improve the efficiency, reliability and safety of power delivery and use.

Think of a Smart Grid as an “internet routing network”  for Electricity,

instead of for Data.



Electric Grid: Now and Future (smart grid)





Primary Smart Grid Challenges



Interoperability Standards for Smart Grid
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

Covered areas: AMI, building automation, substation automation, energy 

management system(EMS), security standards, HAN, PMU, IED.

AMI: Advanced Metering Infrastructure   PMU: Phasor Measurement Units

HAN: Home Area Network                        IED: Intelligent Electronic Devices



Green Building

LEED, LED, Biomimicry



Hanging Gardens of Babylon 

(one of 7 wonders of ancient world)
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Green Building Today
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Green Building (LEED V3)

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 

• Green building is the practice of increasing the efficiency with which 

buildings use resources — energy, water, and materials — while reducing 

building impacts on human health and the environment during the building's 

lifecycle, through better siting, design, construction, operation, maintenance, 

and removal.
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Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (V3.0) 
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Four levels of certification:

Certified - 40-49 points

Silver - 50-59 points

Gold - 60-79 points

Platinum - 80 points and above

Point Ratings :Total 110 points

Sustainable Sites :26 Possible Points

Water Efficiency :10 Possible Points

Energy and Atmosphere :35 Possible 

Points

Materials and Resources 14 Possible 

Points

Indoor Environmental Quality: 15 

Possible Points

Innovation in Design : 6 Possible Points

Regional Priority : 4 Possible Points



Building Integrated Photovoltaics  (BIPV)

Solar modules come in a 

variety of  shapes, 

colors,  sizes and can be 

integrated into any type 

of  architecture. 

• Advantages

– Aesthetics

– Reduce the cost of  the 

system (e.g. roof, 

awning, etc.)
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ZEB: Pearl River Tower (Guangzhou, China)
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Net –zero Energy Building: Pearl River Tower
• Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SOM) won a competition for a tobacco 

company tower in the new city of Guangzhou, China, SOM‘s Chicago 

partners decided to approach the commission as a net-zero-energy-

skyscraper experiment. 

• Roger Frechette, director of sustainable engineering at SOM. distinguishes 

a ―net‖-zero-energy building as one that negligibly affects its local 

environment. In the case of the 71-story, 2.2-million-square-foot Pearl 

River Tower, this meant it had to conserve and generate enough power to 

meet its energy demands. 

• The building is designed to use wind turbines, radiant slabs, micro turbines, 

geothermal heat sinks, ventilated facades, waterless urinals, integrated 

photovoltaics, condensate  water recovery, and daylight responsive 

controls.

• ―There is no silver bullet,‖ Frechette says. ―What we have is a series of 

small steps that get you to something that makes a difference.‖ These 

divide into four categories: reduction, reclamation, absorption, and 

generation. 
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What is Biomimicry?
• Biomimicry (from bios, meaning life, and mimesis, meaning to imitate) is a new 

discipline that studies nature's best ideas and then imitates these designs and 

processes to solve human problems. Think of it as "innovation inspired by nature." 

• The core idea is that: nature, imaginative by necessity, has already solved many of 

the problems we are grappling with. Animals, plants, and microbes are the 

consummate engineers. They have found what works, what is appropriate, and most 

important, what lasts here on Earth.

• Researchers, for example, learn from and emulate termites' ability to maintain 

virtually constant temperature and humidity in their Sub-Saharan Africa homes 

despite an outside temperature that varies from 3 °C to 42 °C (35 °F to 104 °F), their 

food must be kept at exactly 87 degrees F.

• The Eastgate Centre, a mid-rise office complex in Harare, Zimbabwe, (highlighted 

in this Biomimicry Institute case-study) stays cool without air conditioning and uses 

only 10% of the energy of a conventional building its size. Designed by architect 

Mick Pearce in conjunction with engineers at Arup Associates, has no conventional 

air-conditioning or heating, yet stays regulated year round with dramatically less 

energy consumption using design methods inspired by indigenous Zimbabwean 

masonry and the self-cooling mounds of African termites!
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LED Colors , generate WL

• Red LEDs are based on aluminum gallium arsenide (AlGaAs). 

• Blue LEDs are made from indium gallium nitride (InGaN) and 

• Green from aluminum gallium phosphide (AlGaP). 

• "White" light is created by combining the light from red, green, and blue 

(RGB) LEDs, or by coating a blue LED with yellow phosphor. 

• 2 methods to generate WL

– 1. Use combination of 3 discrete RGB LEDS

Multi-color (RGB) LED Based  WL 

NOT Phosphors Coating

– 2. Employs phosphor coating LED

– Blue light emitted from LED chip is absorbed by the phosphor, then re-

emitted as yellow phosphorescence

– B LED + Y Phosphor  WL 

– UV LED + RGB Phosphor  WL

27



LED & Lighting Applications
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Wide Range of Applications

A
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u

a

We focus on “High Brightness” LEDs (HB LEDs) for Solid State Lighting

http://www.ledcity.org/lib/images/sponsors/ADNLEDLightingPhoto1.jpg


Energy Storage

Flywheel

Flow batteries

SMES (Niobium NbTi)



Energy Storage Options



Pumped Water Storage



Comparing Battery Technologies



Li-Ion Cathode & Anode Materials 
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Present: Lithium  Ion Batteries  Future: Nanotechnology
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Nanowires (Stanford U.) 

Lithium Titanate Spinel (Li4Ti5O12) (MIT)  

Lithium- air battery (U. St. Andrews)Lithium Sulfur battery 

( U. Waterloo) Graphene ultracapacitors

(UT Austin)

Li Ion Batteries





The Tesla Roadster, the first 650 of which are scheduled for delivery in 2008 

uses Li-Ion batteries to achieve 220 miles per charge, while also capable of 

going 0-60 in under 4 seconds. Cost is around $109K.
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How Tesla EV works
• Unlike a traditional gasoline-powered car, the Tesla Roadster doesn't contain 

hundreds of moving parts. It's powered by just four main systems:

The Energy Storage System (ESS)

The Power Electronics Module (PEM)

An electric motor

A sequential manual transmission

• In place of an internal combustion engine, the Tesla Roadster sports a bank 

of batteries -- the Energy Storage System (ESS). 

• In developing a power source befitting such a high-performance car, Tesla 

went with technology proven in the laptop computer field -- rechargeable 

lithium-ion batteries. The Roadster contains 6,831 of them. They weigh 

about 1,000 pounds in total, and Tesla claims that they provide "four to five 

times the energy-density stores of other batteries" . The batteries fit into 11 

sectors with 621 batteries each. A separate computer processor controls 

each sector to make sure all of the charging and discharging is handled 

smoothly.
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Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) diagram
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A plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) is similar to a hybrid electric vehicle 

(HEV) except that it has a larger battery and can be recharged by plugging it into 

an electrical outlet for a few hours. Photo courtesy of Argonne National 

Laboratory.

http://www.anl.gov/
http://www.anl.gov/


Prius PHEV battery (a shade over 950 mm long )
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Sample of Clean Tech Companies in SV

• Solar Companies: San Jose based Sun Power, Fremont based Solyndra,

CIGS companies SoloPower, Nanosolar, and Santa Clara based MiaSolé.

• Deeya Energy: Redox Flow batteries  company  in Fremont.

• Tesla Motors: Electric car  Roadster .

• Silver Spring Networks: Billed as the Cisco of the smart grid, Silver 

Spring Networks, sells IP-based software and hardware to connect utilities 

and customers across the power grid. 

• eMeter: The San Mateo, Calif.-based company makes software to help 

utilities manage the grid connected to smart meters in homes and 

businesses. 

• Trilliant: The Redwood City-based company founded in 1985 makes 

hardware and software to allow for time-of-use metering and two-way 

communication. 

• Redwood City startup EcoFactor, meanwhile, creates software that can 

continuously tweak the settings of a home thermostat.
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Summary & Conclusion

• Importance:  ―….the country that harness the power of clean, 

renewable energy will lead the 21st century.‖ (Global 

Economy).

• Environment: Positive contribution towards both energy and 

climate.

• Government Support: The American Recovery and 

Reinvestment Act of 2009, signed into law by President Obama 

in February includes more than $70 billion in direct spending 

and tax credits for clean energy and transportation programs.

• Local Economy: Several local companies: thin film solar 

companies, Tesla Motors, green construction, smart grid, etc.

• Innovation: New materials, batteries, thin film, novel concepts 

e.g. Biomimicry, and Nanotechnology. 



Renewable Energy Course: Jan 21- March 25
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UC Santa Cruz Silicon Valley Extension

2505 Augustine Drive Santa Clara, CA 95054

• 22410 RENEWABLE ENERGY

• X400.107 EE 

Topics Include:

• Introduction: Statement of Need 

• Solar Energy: Photovoltaics, Concentrated Solar Power, Thin Films (a-Si, CdTe, CIGS, 

organic) 

• Wind Energy: Wind turbines, turbine types, wind farms 

• BioEnergy: Biomass, Biofuel (ethanol, biodiesel), food vs fuel issue 

• Hydro Energy : hydroelectricity, dams 

• Tidal Energy: tidal stream systems, barrages, underwater turbines

• Wave Energy: channel, float and oscillating water column systems 

• Geothermal Energy: dry steam, flash steam, binary power plants 

• Student Presentations on 'Team Research/Investigation' Projects

Prerequisite(s):

• General education in science, engineering or marketing.



Clean Technology Course : April 8 - June 10
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UC Santa Cruz Silicon Valley Extension

2505 Augustine Drive Santa Clara, CA 95054

• 224XX   CLEAN TECHNOLOGY

• X400.107 EE 

Topics Include:

• Clean Tech Introduction:  Climate Change + Cap & Trade + Carbon Capture & 

Storage

• Smart Grid I (What , Why)

• Smart Grid II (How, Who /companies)

• Energy Storage & batteries (Lithium ion) 

• Green Transportation EV, PHEV

• Green Building (LEED + LED + Biomimicry)

• Nanotechnology + Applications  

• Student Presentations  (1/2 hr each)  

Prerequisite(s):

• General education in science, engineering or marketing.



For your attention
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